Luminance 6901

Created for professional artists, designers, and illustrators, Luminance 6901's unique packaging faithfully reflects the characteristics, material, and know-how of the famous Geneva workshops through the expression of product features: bright and opaque colors, waxy texture, and exceptional lightfastness.

To guarantee creative professionals the permanence of their artworks, Luminance 6901 combines the highest lightfastness with the smoothness of a permanent lead.

To the professional artist, Luminance 6901 is the secret of the light loving colors of Caran d'Ache.

We invite you to discover this permanent colored pencil. We are sure you will exploit the many technical and creative possibilities of this unique product that has been developed for the modern artist.

3.8 mm leads have high pigment concentration for bright and permanent color lay down with no ‘blooming’. Uniform color lay down with no ‘blooming’ and separate colors.

Highly recommended for mixing, blending, shading, burnishing, and undulating effects. Luminance 6901 can create beautiful base colors;

Applied wash a soft wash tint on the sheet of paper, using both Supracolor pencils are great for applying a soft wash tint on the sheet of paper, creating beautiful base colors.

76 colors in highly concentrated pigments, available in sets of 40 and 76 colors.

76 colors in highly concentrated pigments, available in sets of 40 and 76 colors.

LUMINANCE 6901 - bright and opaque colors, waxy texture, and exceptional lightfastness. The Luminance 6901's unique packaging faithfully reflects the characteristics, material, and know-how of the famous Geneva workshops through the expression of product features: bright and opaque colors, waxy texture, and exceptional lightfastness. To guarantee creative professionals the permanence of their artworks, Luminance 6901 combines the highest lightfastness with the smoothness of a permanent lead.

To the professional artist, Luminance 6901 is the secret of the light loving colors of Caran d'Ache.